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Abstract 
 When we think of the the Holocaust, we rightfully remember the atrocities committed by 
Hitler and his Nazi regime. However, we often fail to recognize the beautiful, albeit tragic, music 
that was composed in the concentration camps, specifically in Terezín. In this project, I study the 
Jewish composers and lyricists who contributed to this musical output, specifically Viktor 
Ullmann, Hans Krása, Pavel Haas, and Schmerke Kaczerginski. The goal of this study is to 
identify and examine specific components of resistance within these composers’ works and show 
how they come together to create a larger opposition to Hitler’s regime despite oppressive and 
exploitative conditions. 
 In going about my research, I studied numerous musical scores written during the 
Holocaust. I then chose those that best represented this artistic resistance and elaborated on them. 
I also read articles, books, and documents that gave me a further insight into the art and life of 
this tragic period. Additionally, I was able to obtain an interview with Terezín survivor Inge 
Auerbacher, who spoke about her experiences.  
 I found that these composers and lyricists integrated resilience into their work through 
themes, lyrics, Jewish and cultural folk elements, and the very act of making art itself. I was 
astonished by the strength and ability of these men to create art and express themselves under 
these conditions. They left a Jewish legacy to be passed down to posterity despite their own 
eventual deaths, and in doing so ensured that the Jewish people, and art itself, would live on. 
2
Introduction 
 Music has always been one of the most important expressive art forms in human history. 
From the earliest times, humans used it to tell stories, to perform cultural rituals, to entertain, to 
teach, and to pray, among a myriad of other purposes. Songs were passed down from generation 
to generation and survived even long after their composers were deceased. Music gave a window 
into a world that had long since faded into the mists of time and told stories of the people who 
performed it. An important and tragic instance of this is the music of the Holocaust. Composers, 
especially those who wrote in modernist styles or who were of ‘undesirable ethnicities’, wrote 
music that the Nazi regime tried to stomp out entirely. It seemed, for a while, as if Jewish music 
would cease to exist in its entirety. However, the work that came out of the Terezín concentration 
camp would prove otherwise. 
Terezín 
 Terezín resided in the Czech Republic just 30 miles north of Prague. Surrounded by a 
fortress known as Theresienstadt, the once luxurious nobility resort was turned into a ghetto and 
concentration camp by the Nazis in 1940.  Theresienstadt was used as both a transit point to 1
death camps such as Auschwitz, as well as a propaganda tool to show what a ‘model ghetto’ 
might look like.  The camp was even the subject of a famous 1944 propaganda film, Der Führer 2
schenkt den Juden eine Stadt (The Führer Gives the Jews a City) in which life was pictured as 
	 . “The History of Terezin,” Terezin: Children of the Holocaust, http://www.terezin.org/the-1
history-of-terezin. 
	 . United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington DC, “Theresienstadt: Red Cross 2
Visit,” United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/
theresienstadt-red-cross-visit. 
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being something of a paradise, although in reality that description couldn’t be further from the 
truth.  The Nazis used music in the film, including Hans Krása’s acclaimed children’s opera 3
Brundibár, to try and bloat the image of life in the concentration camp. Many Czech Jews were 
sent to the camp, forced to leave behind the lives they knew and adjust to a world behind barbed 
wire fences. Inge Auerbacher, an acclaimed author, public speaker, and child survivor of Terezín 
remembers that “we lived very crowded…and food was very scarce”.  Among the Terezín 4
prisoners were several prolific composers and writers, some already well-established, others 
showing great promise within the musical world. This was largely due to the fact that many 
musical performances were put on for show because of the use of the Terezín camp for 
propaganda purposes.  The oppression of Europe’s Jews from the 1930’s to the 1940’s led to an 5
outpouring of beautiful yet tragic music from these composers. Some created more reflective 
music, others made music that paid homage to their Jewish heritage, some used it for resistance, 
and others for satire that was banned by the Nazi guards in the camp. 
Composers of Focus 
 The four composers of focus include Viktor Ullmann, a Silesian Jew who grew up in 
Vienna and studied under the acclaimed composer Arnold Schönberg but was trapped in Prague 
during the Nazi invasion of 1939; Hans Krása, a native Czech who won much acclaim as a 
young composer; Gideon Klein, a promising young Czech composer whose prolific outpouring 
	 . Der Führer Schenkt Den Juden Eine Stadt, 1944, https://www.youtube.com/watch?3
v=_Rkjyw4003Q&has_verified=1.
	 . Weinstock, Brittany, and Inge Auerbacher. “Inge Auerbacher Personal Interview.” Personal, 4
December 29, 2020.
	 . Guido Fackler, “Theresienstadt,” Music and the Holocaust (ORT: Impact Through Education, 5
n.d.), http://holocaustmusic.ort.org/places/theresienstadt/. 
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of creative genius was tragically cut short in the gas chambers; and Pavel Haas, a Czech Jew who 
drew from a variety of different cultures and sounds in his music.  The lyricist that will be 6
studied, Shmerke Kaczerginski, was never imprisoned in Terezín, nor in a concentration camp at 
all. Instead, he was born in Russian Lithuania and became involved with the partisan resistance 
movement, writing text to songs that soon became anthems of the ghetto.  These composers and 7
lyricists differed in their art but came together to create beauty out of the darkness, and, above 
all, to resist the heavy hand of Hitler’s regime. Although persecuted and oppressed by the Nazis, 
Jewish composers and musicians were able to work resistance and resilience into their music 
during the Holocaust through themes, lyrics, Jewish and cultural folk elements, and the very act 
of making art itself.  
Themes 
Satire and Allegory 
 When composers wrote music interned in concentration camps, many of them had 
specific themes in mind. Their works often reflected on their oppressive situation and contained 
messages or themes they worked into their music to express themselves despite the restrictions 
placed on them within the camp. Perhaps the most dangerous of these themes was that of satire 
and allegory. Satire had mixed reactions in Nazi Germany. On the one hand, humor remained 
popular and was even encouraged by the National Socialist Party leading up to and in the early 
	 . Shirli Gilbert and David Bloch, “Music and the Holocaust,” Music and the Holocaust (ORT: 6
Impact Through Education, n.d.), http://holocaustmusic.ort.org. 
	 . Shirli Gilbert and David Bloch, “Shmerke Kaczerginski,” Music and the Holocaust (ORT: 7
Impact Through Education, n.d.), http://holocaustmusic.ort.org/places/ghettos/vilna/shmerke-
kaczerginski/. 
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years after the regime’s takeover in 1933. The party even developed this type of humor 
themselves, using it to mock and stir hatred against their enemies. However, satire lost popularity 
in the years following due, in large part, to public disapproval.  All of a sudden, when the satire 8
was turned on themselves, the people protested.  
Der Kaiser von Atlantis (Viktor Ullmann) 
 Viktor Ullmann delved into the world of satire in Terezín with his 1943 opera Der Kaiser 
von Atlantis, or The Emperor of Atlantis, with a libretto by Petr Kein. The opera heavily satirizes 
Hitler, fascism, war, and death, borrowing from an array of musical inspiration such as Bach, 
Mahler, Suk, and cabaret.  These musical nods can be heard throughout Ullmann’s unique score, 9
playing into parts of the story as he saw fit. The opera’s storyline involves a personified version 
of Death deciding to go on strike after Emperor Überall announces that everyone will fight until 
the last man is dead. Chaos thus ensues and people are granted eternal life as the Emperor 
worries his regime cannot last without Death by his side. The Emperor’s regime falls apart and 
he eventually trades in his own life so that others may find release from the world’s agony 
through dying.  The Emperor is a clear representation of Hitler, attempting to keep a regime 10
together that relies on death and destruction. In an early scene between Emperor Überall and the 
Loudspeaker, the Emperor discovers that Death has not arrived to claim the life of a terrorist he 
has sentenced to hang. In a frenzy, the Emperor asks, ‘is it me who’s going crazy? Are they 
	 . Patrick Merziger, “Humour in Nazi Germany: Resistance and Propaganda? The Popular Desire 8
for an All-Embracing Laughter,” IRSH 52 (2007): 275-290. 
	 . Cecelia Porter, “An Opera Fortified by Hardship,” The Washington Post, November 1, 1998. 9
	 . “The Kaiser of Atlantis,” The Atlanta Opera, last modified 2020, https://10
www.atlantaopera.org/performance/the-kaiser-of-atlantis/. 
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wresting Death away from me? Who will in future still obey me? Does Death refuse to serve me? 
Has he smashed his ancient sabre? Who still will follow orders of the Emperor of Atlantis?’ 
Ullmann musically illustrates this breakdown of both the Emperor’s regime and mental state by 
leading into each of Überall’s outcries with a flurry of sixteenth notes in the tutti strings and then 
a piano tremolo in the lower strings, and an alarming series of four ascending sixteenth notes in 
the trumpet. Ullmann further emphasizes the Emperor’s rage as he starts each of these first few 
phrases in the lower part of his range at an Ab2, and brings it up in a to a high E4, as if he is 
bringing his voice up in a shouting manner. Ullmann uses a sort of F minor-major chord for the 
phrases ‘Is it me who’s going crazy? Are they wresting Death away from me?…Does Death 
refuse to serve me?’ This leads to a feeling of dark instability for the listener as they get a 
glimpse into Überall’s twisted mind. 
Figure 1: Viktor Ullmann, Der Kaiser von Atlantis, Op. 49, Nr. VIII, mm. 61-64. (Germany: Ernst Eulenberg & Co., 
2015), 69.  11
	 . Viktor Ullmann, Der Kaiser von Atlantis, Op. 49, Nr. VIII, mm. 61-64. (Germany: Ernst 11
Eulenberg & Co., 2015), 69.
7
He then ends the final phrase ‘who still will follow orders of the Emperor of Atlantis’ with a 
series of odd half-step intervals and leaps leading up to the cry on the top F4. Ullmann illustrates 
the Emperor’s reliance on and thirst for Death in this section, parodying Hitler’s equivalent 
desires and madman tendencies. 
 The character of the Drummer is a general portrait of the over-zealous Hitler Youth and 
dedicated fascist types who adamantly revere Hitler and the regime without question. The 
Drummer is unapologetically and fiercely devoted to Emperor Überall, revering him without 
question and serving as a sort of mouthpiece as she announces his intent to declare war. She 
treats him as something of a deity as she calls out his many titles in her Drummer’s Aria, 
including, interestingly and ironically enough, ‘King of Jerusalem’. The tones in this aria are 
overtly religious, using phrases like ‘divine descent from God’ ‘Archpope’, and ‘our most 
apostolic Majesty’ to give the Emperor’s mission of destruction some kind of holy justification 
and backing. In fact, the Drummer declares that the Emperor is declaring a ‘holy war’ in order to 
destroy the evil that is apparently pervasive throughout the land. Ullmann does some very 
interesting things with the melody of this aria, taking influence from Jewish chants, military 
marches, and even, it would seem, church masses. In the first part of the Drummer’s aria, after 
leading in with a military drum roll, Ullmann uses a key centering around the F Phrygian scale, 
with some variations. Much of Jewish music also uses the Phrygian scale, or Freygish, as it is 
called in Yiddish.  This echo of Jewish music literature, especially reminiscent of Judaic prayers 12
and chants, is especially ironic for this very Nazi-esque piece, feeding into the satire that 
	 . David ben Or, “Relation of the Jewish Scale to Other Scales,” Sefaradizo: Sephardic 12
Organization of Órgiva, last modified 2017, http://sefaradizo.org/muzica/escala_judia/relativas/index-
en.html. 
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Ullmann was trying to create. Even more ironic is that this first part of the aria is a direct 
quotation of the German national anthem, Deutschland über Alles, albeit in this minor, Phrygian 
key. This appears to be an obvious jab towards the Germans, and one of the reasons why the 
Nazis banned it from being performed in Terezín.   13
Figure 2: Viktor Ullmann, Der Kaiser von Atlantis, Op. 49, Nr. VI, mm. 7-11. (Germany: Ernst Eulenberg & Co.,   
2015), 41.  14
The second part of the Drummer’s aria starts out in a creeping, slow piano, colored by leaps and 
half steps. However, the strings begin to build up the energy with a series of minor-major seventh 
chords and major seventh chords played out in sixteenth notes, building up the tension, until 
finally after a series of runs the Drummer’s Aria culminates in a rather Mozartian eighth-note 
bowed C transitioning to C# chords. This, perhaps, is meant to be reflective of the religious 
themes that the Drummer is presenting within the Emperor’s speech, reminiscent of masses 
composed centuries ago.  
	 . Colin Ure, “Entartete Kunst -- Viktor Ullmann -- 'Der Kaiser Von Atlantis' ,” Jewish Herald-13
Voice, last modified November 9, 2006, https://jhvonline.com/ientartete-kunsti-viktor-ullmann-der-kaiser-
von-atlantis-p1166-89.htm. 
	 . Viktor Ullmann, Der Kaiser von Atlantis, Op. 49, Nr. VI, mm. 7-11. (Germany: Ernst 14
Eulenberg & Co., 2015), 41. 
9
 The characters of the Soldier and the Girl with Bobbed Hair, after being unable to kill 
each other due to their hatred and fear because of Death’s abdication, fall in love and dream of a 
world where their union can be accepted and the world can be peaceful again. This Romeo-and-
Juliet-esque relationship seems to be a thread of hope among the dismal themes of the opera, 
giving the audience an idealistic pair of young lovers who dream of something too perfect to 
exist in the cruel regime they live in. The duettino sung between the Soldier and the Girl 
illustrates this dreamlike state. The lyrics tell of a doing-away with the darkness and destruction, 
now that they are together. The very last line of the song says that ‘Love unites with Death and 
renders him a poet, now they’re one’. This melancholy view seems to reflect the sentiments 
many would have at that time, perhaps something like death becomes sweet when you have 
someone you love by your side. Tragically, many people both in the camp and in the war would 
find this to be true, either dying together with their loved ones, or desperately wishing they could 
if they had been separated. The musical style of this short song reflects this dreamlike 
melancholy mood. The winds parallel the lovers’ melody lines, while ostinatos in the strings 
create a sort of hovering, mysterious dream state that these two characters find themselves in. 
The song starts out in F# minor, but then soon modulates to F# Major, giving the listener a sense 
of the hopefulness they have. However, each of the two verses ends in a solo flute passage that, 
with colorful accidentals, transitions us back to a dark minor feeling, helped with an ominous 
trill in the viola. This is rather foreboding, musically illustrating the fact that despite the lovers’ 
temporary bubble of happiness, darkness looms over the horizon waiting to swallow them both.  
10
 
Figure 3: Viktor Ullmann, Der Kaiser von Atlantis, Op. 49, Nr. XII, mm. 1-8. (Germany: Ernst Eulenberg & Co., 
2015), 104-105.  15
The close harmony between the Soldier and the Girl, the Soldier in a higher tessitura and the Girl 
in a lower one, also further serves to give a sense of the strange union of these two lovers, a 
delicate balance in a world of so much death and destruction. Ullmann illustrates the tension that 
many lovers would feel at that time, a few moments of happiness amidst an ever-present evil.  
 The storyline and mood in general is very clearly meant to satirize on the Third Reich and 
the people living in it. Death, of course, plays a central role, and the Atlantis of Ullmann’s opera 
seems very strange and unnatural without it. This parallels the large role death and destruction 
	 . Viktor Ullmann, Der Kaiser von Atlantis, Op. 49, Nr. XII, mm. 1-8. (Germany: Ernst 15
Eulenberg & Co., 2015), 104-105. 
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had in Hitler’s regime. The Nazi party and Hitler’s dictatorship largely drew their power from the 
oppression and destruction of others, including entire ethnic groups and countries. Musically, 
Ullmann makes use of satire by quoting certain musical passages that would have been familiar 
to listeners at the time.  
 Aside from quotations of Deutschland über Alles, which we have already explored, 
Ullmann also uses other musical messages throughout the opera as well. For example, Joseph 
Suk’s Asrael Symphony was first performed in 1907 as a sort of requiem for the famed Czech 
composer Antonin Dvorak, as well as for Dvorak’s deceased daughter who was also Suk’s wife.  16
The lamenting leitmotif, the ‘angel of death’ theme that can be heard throughout the symphony 
and could be heard during times of Czech national mourning, is used by Ullmann in his opera.  17
Ullmann also uses it as a leitmotif (the theme of ‘Hallo, hallo! throughout) in Der Kaiser, the 
strange tritone intervals being startlingly recognizable by the majority Czech population in the 
camp.  
Figure 4: Josef Suk, Asrael, Op. 27, Mvmt. 1, mm. 357-363. (Prague: Státní hudební vydavatelství, 1965), 64.  18
	 . Jonáš Hájek, “Josef Suk's ‘Asrael’ Symphony in a Critical New Edition,” Takte (Das 16
Bärenreiter-Magazin, February 2016), last modified February 2016, https://www.takte-online.de/en/
orchestra/detail/artikel/josef-suks-symphonie-asrael-in-kritischer-neuausgabe/index.htm. 
	 . Ure, “Entartete Kunst -- Viktor Ullmann -- ‘Der Kaiser Von Atlantis’”. 17




Figure 5: Viktor Ullmann, Der Kaiser von Atlantis, Op. 49, Nr. IA, mm. 1-9. (Germany: Ernst Eulenberg & Co., 
2015), 1.  19
This motif is fitting for Der Kaiser, as both works center around themes of death. A clever 
audience might have caught on to this had it been performed in the camp. In the finale, Ullmann 
also quotes a well-known Christian hymn, Ein’ feste Burg ist unser Gott, or ‘A Mighty Fortress is 
Our God’.  This is an interesting choice, as by looking at the lyrics and the hymn-like albeit 20
distorted sound, one would almost find this a reverential homage to Death. The very last line, in 
fact, reads ‘Thou shalt not use the name of Death in vain now and forever!’, a nod to that well-
known commandment. Ullmann leaves his listeners with a hauntingly comforting sound, before a 
startling fortepiano drumroll that fades into a diminuendo. This seems reminiscent of a gunshot, 
startling the listener out of the calmness that the quartet ended on.  
	 . Viktor Ullmann, Der Kaiser von Atlantis, Op. 49, Nr. IA, mm. 1-9. (Germany: Ernst 19
Eulenberg & Co., 2015), 1. 
	 . Robert Rollin, “Viktor Ullmann's The Emperor of Atlantis (1943): An Opera Composed in 20
Terezin Concentration Camp,” Ex Tempore XII/1 (2004). 
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Figure 6: Viktor Ullmann, Der Kaiser von Atlantis, Op. 49, Nr. XVIII, mm. 36-43. (Germany: Ernst Eulenberg & 
Co., 2015), 151.  21
This reverence towards Death almost speaks to death being a tragic release for some prisoners of 
the camp, a comfort away from all the pain and torture they were experiencing. This sad irony is 
apparent throughout the opera, but the haunting finale is an especially grim reminder. 
 Because of its satirical and critical nature, the opera was banned by the Nazis before it 
was even performed, despite rehearsals having already been underway.  However, Ullmann was 22
able to smuggle this opera, along with his other Theresienstadt works, out through his friend and 
colleague Hans Günther Adler before his deportation to Auschwitz in 1944.  23
	 . Viktor Ullmann, Der Kaiser von Atlantis, Op. 49, Nr. XVIII, mm. 36-43. (Germany: Ernst 21
Eulenberg & Co., 2015), 151.
	 . Mina Miller, “The Emperor of Atlantis,” Music of Rememberance, last modified 2012, https://22
www.musicofremembrance.org/concert/emperor-atlantis. 
	 . Cynthia L. Smith, “‘Hallo, Hallo! Achtung, Achtung!...": A Performer's Guide to the 23
Theresienstadt Compositions of Viktor Ullmann for the Mezzo-Soprano,” 2014. 
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Brundibár (Hans Krása) 
 Another semi-satirical work of note is the one-act children’s opera Brundibár, composed 
by Hans Krása in 1938. His work, although composed before the start of the Second World War, 
was performed in Terezín fifty-five times and was even used in The Führer Gives the Jews a 
City.  The storyline follows young siblings Aninka and Pepíček as they seek to obtain milk for 24
their sick mother, and their defeat of the evil organ grinder Brundibár along with some animal 
friends and the other neighborhood children.  This opera, although deceptively simple, is really 25
very complex and can be interpreted in a number of different ways. There are several allegorical 
parallels that should be noted. The two protagonists, Aninka and Pepíček, come into the village 
in order to busk so they can make money to help their ill mother. However, all they are met with 
is hate and rejection, especially when Brundibár turns the village against them. Aninka and 
Pepíček soon become outcasts of society. This plot is strangely reminiscent of the plight of the 
Jews during the Nazi regime. Individuals that would otherwise be friendly to them, or at least 
leave them alone, reveal their natural prejudices and actively turn against them due to the ravings 
of a powerful head figure. Furthermore, when Aninka and Pepíček attempt to gain attention the 
first time they come into the village, they sing a Czech-inspired song about ducks and geese. 
This song, with its upbeat tempo, quick rhythms, and moments of minor tonality gives it a 
distinct folk-tune characteristic.  





Figure 7: Hans Krása. Brundibár, VI, mm. 1-10. (Berlin, Germany: Boosey & Hawkes/Bote & Bock, 2019), 25.  26
This song is drowned out by the waltz of the organ grinder and rejected by the villagers, and the 
two siblings are forced to leave. This drowning out of a very Czech-colored song also possibly 
serves as a commentary on the attempted blotting out of what the Nazis deemed to be worthless 
cultures, drowning them out with their own nationalistic, Aryan way of life. However, Krása 
does offer some hope in the end, where Aninka, Pepíček, and their animal friends recruit the 
villagers to defeat Brundibár and rise up in victory, ending in a triumphant march song that will 
be explored later on. Partisan fighters and other members of the resistance strived to do the same, 
engaging in an endless struggle to defeat Hitler and his regime in order to restore peace once 
	 . Hans Krása. Brundibár, VI, mm. 1-10. (Berlin, Germany: Boosey & Hawkes/Bote & Bock, 26
2019), 25. 
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again. This optimistic ending perhaps served as something to hold on to for the inmates of the 
camp, reminding them that hope was not lost and that goodness would someday triumph over 
evil.  
Freedom and Resistance 
String Trio (Gideon Klein) 
 The theme of freedom ran rampant throughout the Terezín composers’ works. In a world 
where choices were dictated, every action was scrutinized, and barbed wires served as 
boundaries, it’s no wonder that artists yearned for a world in which they would be free to be who 
they were and compose what they wanted without limits. Their entrapment served to only fuel 
the fires for freedom that they felt. Many works that came out of Theresienstadt have an 
underlying yearning that is apparent in the music and its context. Gideon Klein’s String Trio is a 
particularly poignant example of this, especially the Second Movement. Whereas the first and 
third movement are shorter, faster, and absolute pieces of music, the second movement is slower, 
more contemplative, and programmatic. Entitled Variace na moravskou lidovou píseň, or 
Variations on a Moravian Folksong, this movement takes after the Moravian folksong “Tá 
kneždubska vež” (The Kneždub Tower). The text of the poem is especially important in 
analyzing Klein’s work and in recognizing the themes of freedom in it: 
 The Kneždub tower is high, 
 A wild goose flew up to it 
 Go, Janiček, get the rifle 
 Aim it at the tower 
 He shot the goose  27
 . Michael Beckerman, “What Kind of Historical Document Is a Musical Score?: A Meditation 27
in Ten Parts on Klein's Trio,” The Orel Foundation, last modified April 1, 2010, http://orelfoundation.org/
journal/journalArticle/what_kind_of_historical_document_is_a_musical_score. 
17
 The text of this poem contains great meaning, and is conveyed beautifully in Klein’s 
work. The theme of freedom is equated with flight, as the poem describes the goose taking flight. 
In the music, a certain yearning can be heard throughout, especially with the more intense 
bowing and dynamic choices Klein puts in the score. For example, measures 70-72 show the 
striving of this creature, culminating in the top E, and then more subdued C#, in the violin.  
Figure 8: Gideon Klein. Trio pro Housle, Violu a Violoncello, Mvmt. 2, mm. 66-75. (Prague, Czech Republic: 
Helvetica & Tempora, 2010), 7.  28
The slurs between the third and fourth eighth notes in measures 70 and 72 across all three string 
parts further serve to create a crying, moaning feeling, pulling across the two highest notes as the 
strings crescendo. This section is particularly heartbreaking, as it seems to be reflective of 
Klein’s own cry for freedom and release.  
 The goose’s actual attempt at flight can be seen in part in the frantic runs in the un poco 
meno mosso section near the end of the movement. This seemingly sporadic and atonal section is 
	 . Gideon Klein. Trio pro Housle, Violu a Violoncello, Mvmt. 2, mm. 66-75. (Prague, Czech 28
Republic: Helvetica & Tempora, 2010), 7.
18
reminiscent of a goose attempting to take flight, experiencing the newfound freedom of its wings 
in a frenzy until it is shot down in the grave section. The unison runs from measures 130 to 134 
appear to be a last desperate attempt to reach the top of the tower, until this is ended by a 
startling low drone in the cello in measure 135. 
Figure 9: Gideon Klein. Trio pro Housle, Violu a Violoncello, Mvmt. 2, mm. 129-133. (Prague, Czech Republic: 
Helvetica & Tempora, 2010), 10.  29
Klein’s view of freedom is distorted here, and is not seen as something joyous and liberating as 
one might think. Instead, we see the desperation, the franticness, the uncontrolled wildness of it, 
as if the goose knows it has only these few moments of freedom before it is to die. This is, 
perhaps, how those in Terezín and Klein himself imagined it to be, a taste of freedom so 
overwhelming and powerful that it could only last a few moments. The crushing blow delivered 
at the end of these runs seems to confirm the heavy-handed Nazi power over these people who so 
desperately longed to attain freedom. 
 The poem also describes the goose as being ‘wild’, or in Czech, a variant of the word 
divoký, meaning wild or fierce.  The fact that the poet chooses to use this word is important to 30
	 . Gideon Klein. Trio pro Housle, Violu a Violoncello, Mvmt. 2, mm. 129-133. (Prague, Czech 29
Republic: Helvetica & Tempora, 2010), 10.
	 . Michael Beckerman, “Postcard from New York-Trio from Terezín,” Music & Politics 1, no. 1 30
(2007). 
19
the context of the poem, implying that the goose is untamed, unfettered, and overall free to live 
life as it chooses. This is in direct contrast with the situation in Terezín, where none of these 
factors were true. Klein’s use of unconventional harmony, dotted rhythm, changes in meter, and 
tuplets all contribute to this wild, free feeling. There are no hard and fast rules that Klein follows 
in his piece, instead, it is as if he is following the goose in its desperation to fly, composing after 
its untamed ways.  
Figure 10: Gideon Klein. Trio pro Housle, Violu a Violoncello, Mvmt. 2, mm. 31-47. (Prague, Czech Republic: 
Helvetica & Tempora, 2010), 6.  31
	 . Gideon Klein. Trio pro Housle, Violu a Violoncello, Mvmt. 2, mm. 31-47. (Prague, Czech 31
Republic: Helvetica & Tempora, 2010), 6.
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This seems to be representative of the longing for release and captivity that Klein and the other 
Terezín inmates felt. By going against the rules and into his more modernist tendencies, even 
musically, Klein was able to actively resist the regime he was forced to live and work under and 
truly express himself.  
 However, later in the poem, the goose’s freedom is killed, literally, by a man with a gun. 
It seems as if Klein was trying to communicate the tragic circumstances in which he found 
himself in. The freedom that he and the other prisoners so desperately wanted to achieve was 
shot down by evil men with weapons, killed before realizing their full potential. This is most 
apparent in the grave section, starting on measure 135. The forte open fifth drone in the cello, 
followed by a heavy dotted rhythm in the violin and viola echoing the beginning of the 
movement, is a startling wake up, a tragic grounding back in reality after the flighty passages of 
the previous section. We can almost see the goose fall to the ground, its wings broken, its spirit 
escaped from its lifeless body. 
Figure 11: Gideon Klein. Trio pro Housle, Violu a Violoncello, Mvmt. 2, mm. 134-139. (Prague, Czech Republic: 
Helvetica & Tempora, 2010), 10.  32
This stark, grim reminder of the composer’s impending death, whether he suspected his transport 
to Auschwitz or not, is evident in this passage. After the flighty expressions and quirky rhythms 
	 . Gideon Klein. Trio pro Housle, Violu a Violoncello, Mvmt. 2, mm. 134-139. (Prague, Czech 32
Republic: Helvetica & Tempora, 2010), 10.
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of previous variations, this final, tragic, funerary sound that Klein composes paints a dark picture 
of many of the Terezín prisoners’ fates. Death and destruction was there at the end, a terrifying 
inevitability stemming from Nazi desires to crush all undesirable ethnicities, no matter how 
intelligent or talented the individuals may have been. The movement ends on a pianissimo C# 
minor chord, a tragically consonant sonority that seems to hint at the composer’s knowledge of 
his fate. 
 Sadly, this beautiful but tragic work proved to be something of a foreshadowing. Nine 
days after it was completed, in the middle of the Jewish High Holy Days of Rosh Hashanah and 
Yom Kippur, Klein was sent on a transport to Auschwitz, where he was murdered upon arrival in 
the gas chambers. This death foreshadowing is apparent in the context of the poem, and 
tragically all too true in the context of Gideon Klein’s short life. The freedom that he so 
desperately yearned for through his piece never saw itself carried out in his lifetime. However, 
the freedom that he wanted lived on through his piece and was carried throughout the world.  
Brundibár (Hans Krása) 
 Another example of freedom, this time in the context of resistance, lies within Hans 
Krása’s opera Brundibár, which was explored above. However, here the focus is on the last part 
of the opera, the victory march sung by the children after the defeat of the evil titular character. 
The march, which is thumped out in strong beats and sung in the optimistic key of G Major, 
brought hope and determination to the many who sang it, and to those in the audience as well. 
The text speaks of the children having victory over Brundibár, and of ‘the war being won’. It 
even mentions loving one's homeland, which, in Krása’s case, would have been a Czech loyalty 
and not a German one.  
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Figure 12: Hans Krása. Brundibár, VIII, mm. 1-11. (Berlin, Germany: Boosey & Hawkes/Bote & Bock, 2019), 70.  33
As mentioned before, Brundibár is very reminiscent of the circumstances of the period, involving 
oppression, prejudice, a dictator, outcasts, and so on. The moment when the village comes 
together to defeat Brundibár and sing about how they have defeated him is a very powerful 
moment within the opera. Although it may seem like a light ending to a children’s show, the 
meaning goes much deeper than that. It is almost a call to the audience, imploring them not to 
give up hope and to imagine what a world without oppression and terror might be like. To the 
prisoners in the camp, it might almost seem too perfect, an innocent children’s world like the one 
that exists only in the opera. However, the victory march instills hope that someday, this victory 
and freedom may be achievable. If children can do it, perhaps adults can, too.  
	 . Hans Krása. Brundibár, VIII, mm. 1-11. (Berlin, Germany: Boosey & Hawkes/Bote & Bock, 33
2019), 70.
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“Yugnt Himn” (Shmerke Kaczerginski) 
 Shmerke Kaczerginski’s “Yugnt Himn” is another example of how composers worked 
both freedom and resistance into their music. Kaczerginski, although not a composer, worked 
these themes into the lyrics of the song, which was put to music by composer Basye Rubin, 
another inmate in the ghetto of Vilna, Lithuania. Kaczerginski, unlike the other artists that have 
been studied thus far, was never interned in Terezín, but rather joined partisan groups and fought 
actively against the Nazi occupation.  While living in the Vilna ghetto, Kaczerginski and Rubin 34
collaborated on this song for the Ghetto Youth Club. It gained instant popularity and became an 
anthem of the ghetto as a whole, inspiring hope in all who heard and sang it.  The text, 35
originally in Yiddish, is translated in English as an ode to youth, resounding in a rousing chorus 
translated as “Young is everyone who truly, truly wills so/Years can’t stop the upward climb/
Even older folks are happy children, also/In a better, freer time!”.  The song, which is in a major 36
key and is set to an inspiring brisk tempo, brings a sense of determination to those who hear it. It 
acknowledges the tragic circumstances at the beginning, translated as “Our song is full of 
sorrow/Yet our marching step is strong/Though the foe blots out tomorrow/Young folks answer: 
with a song!”.   37
The text speaks to the Jews trapped and oppressed in the ghetto, bringing a youthlike vigor into 
their daily lives and reminding them that even an enemy as terrible as the Nazis can’t crush their 
	 . Gilbert and Bloch, “Shmerke Kaczerginski”.34
	 . Ibid.35




spirit. The song continues by speaking of a brighter future, reminding the community to carry on 
in spite of everything and keep their youth about them.  38
Figure 13: Basye Rubin & Shmerke Kaczerginski. “Yugnt Hymn”. In Songs Never Silenced, by Velvel Pasternak. 
(United States of America: Tara Publications, 2003), 154.  39
This hopeful, optimistic song brought a spirit of resistance to the ghetto, as it was reminiscent of 
partisan anthems of the time. It reminded the inmates that as long as they kept their spirit alive, 
the Third Reich could never completely wipe them out. Rather than letting the bleakness of the 
situation get to them, they had to press on and keep hope that a brighter future lay ahead. 
	 . Tape 54 - Shmerke Kaczerginsky.38
	 . Basye Rubin & Shmerke Kaczerginski. “Yugnt Hymn”. In Songs Never Silenced, by Velvel 39
Pasternak. (United States of America: Tara Publications, 2003), 154.
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Lyrics 
 The songs that were composed during the Holocaust had great meaning for the people 
that heard them; not only because of the beautiful melodies, but also due to the powerful and 
poignant words that accompanied them. The lyrics of the song expressed the meaning of the 
music in a literal way, bringing a sort of translation element to the composers’ sentiments. Lyrics 
also made the music accessible to the average citizen; whereas one would have to have some sort 
of musical talent to play, for instance, a string piece or a piano work, almost anyone would be 
able to sing along to a song, as long as they knew the lyrics. The lyrics also made interpretation 
easier, expressing the meaning behind the song in a very clear way. Even among these words, 
however, there was some hidden meaning as well. Shmerke Kaczerginski writes about how these 
lyrics sometimes had hidden meanings; instead of making the murderer apparent, he was “found 
between the lines of every song”.  Code words and elaborate metaphors were often used to 40
serve this purpose. Although the songs were written in other languages such as Russian, Polish, 
German, and Hebrew, many of them were written in Yiddish, the language of the Ashkenazi 
Jewish people.  The use of Yiddish is almost a resistance in itself, as it kept the very same 41
culture alive that the Nazis wanted to destroy to the death. Even after its singers were murdered, 
these songs lived on, passed along to others who sang them, who in turn passed them to others, 
and so the cycle continued and the culture lived on. The Yiddish language, with its heavy 
consonants and melodic expression, was perfect for the heavy, anguished feeling of many of 
these songs.  
	 . Shmerke Kaczerginsky, “Excerpt from ‘Songs of the Ghettos and Concentration Camps,” in 40
Songs Never Silenced (United States of America: Tara Publications, 2003), 8.
	 . Ibid.41
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“Shtiler, Shtiler” (Shmerke Kaczerginski) 
 Shmerke Kaczerginski, in fact, was one of the most well-known lyricists of his time. As 
well as being a poet and a voice for the ghetto, he was also a partisan fighter who fought 
tirelessly for the Vilna ghetto resistance.  His resistance went past his physical fighting, 42
however, as he wrote the lyrics to many well-known songs of that era. His songs were sung by 
the ghetto’s citizens, keeping hope alive in a bleak, dark world. One of the most popular songs he 
wrote was a lullaby called “Shtiler, Shtiler”, or “Quietly, Quietly”, with a melody by eleven-year 
old Alek Volkoviski. This song was premiered in April of 1943, right before the ghetto was 
liquidated and its inhabitants sent off to certain death.  The poem describes the tragedy of the 43
loss of life and family in the Vilna ghetto, taking the listener on a journey from complete 
hopelessness and grief to a prayer for a future of freedom. The poem is written from the 
perspective of a mother singing to her child, representative of the many different aspects of the 
general mother figure that the ghetto inhabitants could relate to. Kaczerginski does an 
extraordinary job of description, using parallels and contrasts between nature and emotion. In the 
second verse, he writes that “Springtime has come to the land, and brought us fall/And today, all 
full of flowers, we see only night/Lovely and golden is the autumn, and it is grief that blossoms 
in us”.  The rise and fall of the contrasting brightness and darkness provides a tragic description 44
of life in the ghetto, capturing the irony of the beauty of nature despite the anguish within the 
inhabitants’ captivity. 
	 . Gilbert and Bloch, “Shmerke Kaczerginski”.42
	 . Shirli Gilbert and David Bloch, “Shtiler, Shtiler,” Music and the Holocaust, http://43
holocaustmusic.ort.org/places/ghettos/vilna/shtiler-shtiler/.
	 . Alek Volkoviski & Shmerke Kaczerginski. “Shtiler Shtiler”. In Songs Never Silenced, by 44




Figure 14: Alek Volkoviski & Shmerke Kaczerginski. “Shtiler Shtiler”. In Songs Never Silenced, by Velvel 
Pasternak. (United States of America: Tara Publications, 2003), 15.  45
This outside-inside contrast is again described in the third verse with the words “don’t be joyful, 
child, it is your smile that is treachery for us now”.  It brings to mind perhaps the painful smiles 46
that the children of the ghetto wore outside despite the pain they felt inside. This depiction of 
childhood innocence amidst such a bleak situation is a stirring, sorrowful view at life in the 
	 . Volkoviski & Kaczerginski, “Shtiler Shtiler”.45
	 . Ibid. 46
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ghetto and in the Holocaust in general. Another interesting contrast that appears in the poem is in 
verse two, which speaks of “somewhere a mother is left orphaned:/Her child is going to 
Ponar”.  This description is not something we typically see, as it is the child that is usually 47
described as being orphaned. Kaczerginski uses a remarkable twist of words, describing with this 
phrase how this mother relies on her child as much as the child relies on its mother. The children 
were often the only thing that gave these mothers purpose, after so much had been taken from 
them. These two lines also reference the massacre that took place in the Ponar forest near Vilna, 
where up to 100,000 prisoners were shot, killed, and thrown into a pit.  These murders were, 48
perhaps, what led to the disappearance of the father in verses one and three. Kaczerginski and 
Volkoviski’s lullaby encapsulates this tragedy, with something so gentle being filled with so 
much pain. One can only picture a mother’s worry and fear for her child’s life as she sings this to 
them, but being unable to express this fear directly to her child. The poem also speaks of the 
longing of this mother to be reunited with her husband, who “vanished somewhere/And good 
fortune with him”.  She speaks again of the father in verse three, saying that “with freedom 49
comes your father”. From the child’s perspective this can be interpreted as a ray of hope, that 
once this torment has ended, freedom will come and their father will return, reuniting the family 
once again. However, the mother may have a different point of view. Yes, the freedom she speaks 
of could represent her hope that life will become what it was once again, but another darker 
interpretation could be that this freedom can only be found in death. Perhaps she knows that her 
	 . Volkoviski & Kaczerginski, “Shtiler Shtiler”.47
	 . Yad Vashem, “Ponar (Ponary),” Yad Vashem, https://www.yadvashem.org/odot_pdf/48
Microsoft%20Word%20-%205747.pdf.
	 . Volkoviski & Kaczerginski, “Shtiler Shtiler”.49
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husband has already been killed by the enemies, and that the only reunion can be found after 
death. However, the Jewish view of the afterlife differs and is not consistent, so this may not be 
the most accurate interpretation. Instead, perhaps, like it says in the song, she dreams of a “freed 
Vilia” , and that she and her child will both live to see freedom in their land once again.  50
Březulinka (Viktor Ullmann) 
 In 1944, while imprisoned in Theresienstadt, Viktor Ullmann wrote a collection of songs 
entitled Březulinka, or Drei jiddische Lieder (Three Yiddish Songs). Although he had never 
really written much music having to do with his Jewish background prior to his imprisonment, 
his settings of these three poems served to encapsulate the connection he was feeling to this 
Jewish heritage in the camp.  Within Březulinka, Ullmann sets three different Yiddish poems, 51
“Berjoskele” (“Little Birch Tree”), “Margarithelech” (“Daisies”), and “A Mejdel in die Johren” 
(“An Unmarried Girl”), the poems by Dovid Eynhorn, Shneur Zalman, and unknown, 
respectively.  These poems speak of a range of emotions, and it is no surprise that Ullmann used 52
them due to their popularity, imagery, and relevance. Although written before the Holocaust, the 
lyrics of these poems relate to the pain and loss the inmates were feeling, as well as serving as a 
lament of the Jewish community as a whole. The lyricists use nature, childhood innocence, and 
lost youth as their subjects, similar to the themes used by Shmerke Kaczerginski in his work. A 
word-for-word translation is as follows:  
	 . Volkoviski & Kaczerginski, “Shtiler Shtiler”.50






Ruig schockelt ihr gelocktes grines  
Kepel Mein wejssinke Berjoskele 
Un davent on a Schir; 
Jedes Bletele ihr’s scheptshet shtil a t’fille.  
Sej schejn, klein Berjoskele, 
mispallel ejch far mir! 
Fun weiten Marev hot sich  
trojrig farganvet 
In die dine twejgelech a rizer,  
zarter Stral, 
Un a stillen Kush getun 
Di Bletelech die Klejne,  
Welche hoben dremlendig  
Gehorcht dem Nachtigall. 
Fun die weite Felder is  
A Wintele gekumen 
Un derzejlt die Bletelech  
Legends on a Schir,  
Epes hot in Harzen 
Tief bei mir genumen benken.  
Sej schejn, klein Berjoskele,  
Mispallel ejch far mir! 
Margarithelech 
In Weldel beim Teichel,  
Dort senen gewaksen 
Margarithelech elent un klejn  
Wie klejninke Sunen 
Mit wejssinke Strahlen, 
Mit wejssinke tra-la-la-la! 
Gegangen is Chavele 
Still un farcholemt, 
Zulosen die goldblonde  
Zep Dos Helzel entblojst 
Un gemurmelt, 
Gesungen a Lidele. Tra-la-la-la! 
Die Sun is forgangen, 
Der Bocher verschwunden 
Un Chavele sitzt noch in Wald.  
Sie kukt in der weiten 
Un murmelt farcholemt 
Dos Lidele: Tra-la-la-la. 
Little Birch Tree  
Softy, 
Softly sways its green little head,  
My little white birch tree, 
And prays without end. 
Each leaf whispers a soft prayer  
Be nice, little birch tree, 
Say a prayer for me!  
From far in the wheat  
A slender red ray 
Slyly slipped between the thin,  
Delicate branches 
And gave a quiet kiss 
To the small leaves 
Which dreamily 
listened to the song of the nightingale. 
Over the wide open fields 
A wind has come 
And told the leaves 
Stories without end, 
Something deep in my heart 
Began to yearn 
Be nice, little birch tree,  
Say a prayer for me! 
 
With white tra-la-la-la! 
Chavele walked 
Quietly and dreamy-eyed, 
Her gold-blond pigtail loosened,  
Her neck uncovered, 
And she hummed, 
Sang a little song. Tra-la-la-la!  
The sun has set, 
The young man has disappeared,  
And Chavele still sits in the wood.  
She gazes into the distance 
And hums dreamy-eyed 
The little song: Tra-la-la-la. 
Daisies 
In the little woods 
By the pond there grew 
Daisies lonely and small,  
Like little suns 
With white rays, 
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A Mejdel in die Johren 
Ich bin schejn a Mejdel in die Johren,  
Wos hos-tu mir den Kopf fordreht?  
Ich wolt schejn lang a Kale geworen  
un efscher take Chassene gehat. 
Du host mir zugesogt zu nemen,  
Un ich hob eif Dir gewart;  
Farwos solstu, Duschen-ju,  
Mich farschejmen. 
Zi hos-tu Dich in mir genart?  53
“Berjoskele” 
“Berjoskele” mainly focuses on nature elements, personifying the birch tree along with the wind 
and light that go with it. The author speaks of his yearning, imploring a prayer to be sent out on 
his behalf through the birch tree. Many elements of this melancholy poem correlate with the 
prisoners’ situation in the concentration camp. One can almost imagine the prisoners looking out 
beyond the barbed wire fences to perhaps the very same birch tree that is described in the poem. 
The first verse sets up the scene, describing the tree in a prayer-like posture. The author then 
relates this back to himself, with the lines “Be nice, little birch tree, say a prayer for me!”  
This almost provides a sense of quiet desperation, reflected by the diminuendo in the piano part 
and equivalent diminuendo that might be carried out by the vocalist. Many prisoners in the camp 
turned to prayer during these times, even those who had never been particularly religious. The 
bending and swaying of the birch tree in the wind might have looked to the author like the 
Jewish practice of shuckling, or the practice of swaying and bowing in an up-and-down and side-
to-side motion during prayer.  54
	 . Goglia, “Confined, But Not Silenced: Vocal Music of Viktor Ullmann from the Theresienstadt 53
Ghetto”.
	 . Joshua Rabin, “Why Do Some Jews Sway In Prayer?,” My Jewish Learning, https://54
www.myjewishlearning.com/article/swaying-in-prayer/.
An Unmarried Girl 
I am an unmarried girl, no longer young,  
Why did you steal my heart? 
I’ve wanted to be a bride for a long time,  
And perhaps really have a wedding.
You promised to take me,  
And I waited for you; 
Why should you, sweetheart,  
Put me to shame, 
Or did you just want to deceive me? 
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Figure 15: Viktor Ullmann. “Berjoskele” from Drei jiddische Lieder (Březulinka) Op. 53, mm. 19-20. (Mainz, 
Germany: Schott, 2004), 209  55
The next verse speaks of the light that falls in between the branches, as well as the “small leaves 
which dreamily listened to the song of the nightingale”.  The nightingale imagery is particularly 56
interesting, as the nightingale is known for its beautiful singing voice.  For Ullmann and the 57
other Theresienstadt inmates, this could perhaps represent the secrecy of singing that was carried 
out behind the guard’s backs. The nightingale also represents unrequited love, and suffering 
through unrequited love, as expressed in myths and poems since ancient times.  Perhaps it is not 58
so much the unrequited love itself, but the idea of suffering that is most relevant to Ullmann’s 
situation. Since ancient times, the Jewish community has been riddled by suffering, namely 
through persecution by ruling powers. The Holocaust echoed these long-lived sufferings, making 
	 . Viktor Ullmann. “Berjoskele” from Drei jiddische Lieder (Březulinka) Op. 53, mm. 19-20. 55
(Mainz, Germany: Schott, 2004), 209.
	 . Goglia, “Confined, But Not Silenced: Vocal Music of Viktor Ullmann from the Theresienstadt 56
Ghetto”.
	 . Bethan Roberts, “The Nightingale in the Poetry and Science of the Long Eighteenth Century,” 57




life worse for the Jews of Europe than ever before. However, like the nightingale, the Jews sang 
on, and continued trying to survive amidst the horror and chaos. The third verse of “Berjoskele” 
speaks of the wind telling the birch tree’s leaves “stories without end”, perhaps representative of 
the stories people told each other of a different, better time.  The poem reaches a climax in 59
describing the yearning that the author feels deep in his heart, which every inmate could certainly 
relate to. They yearned to be free, to be with their loved ones, and to live in a world where 
persecution was no more. The song ends with a poignant, aching repetition of the line at the end 
of verse one, “Be nice, little birch tree, say a prayer for me!”.  This song, which is by far the 60
longest of the set, carries a heavy meaning and weight when thought about in relation to the 
Holocaust and the plight of its victims.  
“Margarithelech” 
 The second song, “Margarithelech”, or “Daisies”, tells the story of a young girl named 
Chavele (the Yiddish diminutive for Chava), who experiences an encounter with a young man 
while playing in the woods.  The song repeats the refrain “tra-la-la-la” at the end of each stanza, 61
representative of the blushing youth and shy innocence that is described in the poem. Although 
the subject matter of Margarithelech might seem significantly more light-hearted than 
Berjoskele, the calamity of nostalgia is apparent. None of the children in the concentration camp 
were able to live the life of young Chavele, innocent and experiencing the glimmer of a first 





love. Instead, they were forced to live in a gray world, devoid of all light and laughter. This 
aching for lost innocence is felt heavily throughout the song.  
“A Mejdel in die Johren”  
 The third song, “A Mejdel in die Johren”, or “An Unmarried Girl”, carries a similar 
sentiment. The song describes a woman whose beloved left her, or perhaps was merely playing 
with her heart through the promise of a wedding. She describes her confusion and heartbreak, 
finally realizing at the last line that the young man only wanted to deceive her. This poem also 
explores the theme of lost youth, and the loss of love in general. The first line of the poem, “I am 
an unmarried girl, no longer young,” expresses the sentiment of many inmates imprisoned in the 
camp.  Many of these prisoners, especially the young adults, found themselves wasting away 62
their youth and watched it fly away as they aged and grew bitter. The time of their lives when 
they were supposed to be enjoying themselves, finding new love, and establishing a life for 
themselves was robbed from them. This pain is evident among the lyrics, and certainly pierced 
the hearts of many who heard it.  
Jewish and Cultural Folk Elements 
Entartete Musik 
 In the Third Reich period, the Nazis had their own idea of what art was good, and what 
art was bad, or ‘degenerate’, called Entartete Musik. The Nazi regime wanted to promote all 
things Aryan and traditionally German and wipe out anything that did not match up with these 
expectations, including music that was seen as too modernist, such as atonal or dissonant music, 
	 . Goglia, “Confined, But Not Silenced: Vocal Music of Viktor Ullmann from the Theresienstadt 62
Ghetto”.
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or part of a “inferior sub-human” culture such as that of the Jews and the Slavs.  Jewish music, 63
as well as the music of other cultures that were seen as inferior, were largely discouraged, and 
pro-Aryan music, such as that of Beethoven, Bruckner, and most famously Wagner, was 
promoted as “good German music”. It was this nationalistic sound that became the epitome of 
what Nazi music sought to emulate.  These composers were promoted throughout the regime, 64
while composers who failed to meet Nazi standards were labeled degenerate and politically 
blacklisted. It should be noted that modernism was allowed to an extent, a thin line which 
composers such as Carl Orff trod with great success.  However, the argument between 65
modernism and more historically-inclined art would continue throughout the regime, with 
modernism largely frowned upon. Jewish music, however, became increasingly under threat as 
the Nazi regime gained power and was utterly obliterated from German concert programs and 
music festivals during that time. Jewish musicians, composers, and librettists were purged from 
organizations such as the Reich Chamber of Music, and even associations with Jews by non-
Jewish composers were drawn under suspicion and led to their ultimate ostracization.  Some 66
composers during this time, especially Jewish composers, contradicted this regulation completely 
and actively sought to work their own cultures, both Jewish and nationalistic, into their music. 
Even music that was written for the purpose of being performed in concentration camps had 
	 . Jonathan Petropoulos, Artists under Hitler: Survival and Collaboration in Nazi Germany 63
(New Haven & London: Yale University Press, 2014), 22.
	 . “Nazi Approved Music,” A Teacher's Guide to the Holocaust, http://fcit.usf.edu/holocaust/64
arts/musreich.htm.
	 . Jonathan Petropoulos, Artists under Hitler: Survival and Collaboration in Nazi Germany 65
(New Haven & London: Yale University Press, 2014), 201.
	 . Ibid. 100, 107.66
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some snippets of these cultures worked into them, often unnoticed by the ears of their Nazi 
superiors.  
Březulinka (Viktor Ullmann) 
 In the case of Viktor Ullman’s Březulinka, this seems to be true. Prior to his 
imprisonment in Theresienstadt, Ullmann had composed little to no Jewish-inspired works, 
including those in Hebrew or Yiddish. However, the concentration camp saw a significant 
number of compositions by Ullmann in these languages, as well as music with Jewish-sounding 
tonalities and variations on Hebrew folk songs.  Much of his work can be interpreted as being 67
reflective of his Jewish heritage and not his religion, as his parents were Roman Catholic 
converts and raised him as such.  Although he had had marriages to three Jewish women, 68
Ullmann never really embraced Judaism prior to his Theresienstadt compositions.  Březulinka, 69
an arrangement of three Yiddish poems that were in existence prior to Ullmann’s composition, 
was a strong example of the cultural influence that appeared in composers’ music inside the 
camp. First of all, the language of the piece itself is something of note. Yiddish, as the ethnic 
language of the Ashkenazi Jews, was looked down upon by the Nazis and largely exterminated 
during the Holocaust, where an estimated half of its native speakers were killed.  However, 70
Ullmann’s setting of this text, in Yiddish, ensured that it would live on to survive past himself. 
	 . Joža Karas, “Viktor Ullmann,” in Music in Terezín: 1941-1945 (Pendragon Press, 2008), 117.67
	 . Smith, “‘Hallo, Hallo! Achtung, Achtung!...": A Performer's Guide to the Theresienstadt 68
Compositions of Viktor Ullmann for the Mezzo-Soprano”.
	 . Karas, Music in Terezín: 1941-1945, 117.69
	 . Yaakov Schwartz, “Hitler Killed Yiddish -- Now These Scholars Are Trying to Revive the 70
Culture,” The Times of Israel, last modified August 24, 2018, https://www.timesofisrael.com/hitler-killed-
yiddish-now-these-scholars-are-trying-to-revive-the-culture/.
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Although this collection of songs is not very well known today, the fact that it even exists in the 
singers’ repertoire is a miracle in itself. Ullmann’s use of the Yiddish language preserved some of 
the colorful poetry that existed among Jewish communities of the time, and was an act of 
rebellion against attempted Nazi suppression of Jewish culture. Musically, Ullmann was 
influenced by the sounds of Hebrew and Yiddish songs, particularly the use of the minor mode, 
while still working in his own style especially in the piano accompaniment. The first song, 
“Berjoskele”, is largely in F minor, from its beginning phrase to the climax, and then finally to 
the ending phrase of each verse. As “Berjoskele” is a strophic song, this structure is the same 
throughout all three verses. The minor key is consistent with other Yiddish folksongs that have 
existed for centuries, and continues to be associated as a traditional sound of religious and 
secular Jewish musical repertoire. Furthermore, Ullmann highlights the interval of a fourth 
within “Berjoskele”, an interval that can be seen several places throughout the song, especially 
between the C and the F. 
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Figure 16: Viktor Ullmann. “Berjoskele” from Drei jiddische Lieder (Březulinka) Op. 53, mm. 5-10. (Mainz, 
Germany: Schott, 2004), 207.  71
This interval is a popular one in Jewish music of Eastern Europe, especially among Yiddish 
folksongs of the twentieth century and Jewish liturgy of that region.  Ullmann also keeps 72
consistent with the traditional structure of Yiddish lyrical folksongs, a four-part structure which 
consists of a tonic, development, heraldis, and finalis, all of which can be found in each phrase of 
the song.  Ullmann breaks up these sections with piano interludes, the dissonant tonality of 73
which is consistent with his personal style. The climactic heraldis, which brings the singer up to 
a high A-flat, brings a heart-wrenching cry of pain, especially contrasted with the lower, softer 
	 . Viktor Ullmann. “Berjoskele” from Drei jiddische Lieder (Březulinka) Op. 53, mm. 5-10. 71
(Mainz, Germany: Schott, 2004), 207.
	 . Michael Lukin, “Yiddish Folksong (The Music of the Yiddish Folksong),” trans. Eliahu 72




sounds of the other three sections. The heraldis of other Yiddish lyrical folksongs tend to be the 
highest of the song’s range, as seen in these other two songs below: 
  
Figure 17: Michael Lukin, “Yiddish Folksong (The Music of the Yiddish Folksong),” trans. Eliahu Adelman, Jewish 
Music Research Centre, https://jewish-music.huji.ac.il/content/yiddish-folksong-music-yiddish-folksong.  74
 
Figure 18: E.L Lancaster & Kenon D. Renfrow, “Tum Balalaika,” in Alfred’s Group Piano for Adults Book 2 (Van 
Nuys, California: Alfred Publishing Co., Inc., 2008), p. 211.  75
	 . Michael Lukin, “Yiddish Folksong (The Music of the Yiddish Folksong)”.74
	 . E.L Lancaster & Kenon D. Renfrow, “Tum Balalaika,” in Alfred’s Group Piano for Adults 75
Book 2 (Van Nuys, California: Alfred Publishing Co., Inc., 2008), 211.
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These two songs have similar structures to “Berjoskele”, in both the minor keys and the four-part 
structure. Although Ullmann’s composition differs slightly, especially in the piano 
accompaniment, it is still apparent where the musical and structural influence of “Berjoskele” 
came from.   
Piano Sonata No. 7 (Viktor Ullmann) 
 Viktor Ullmann also was heavily influenced by Jewish culture in his Piano Sonata No. 7, 
particularly the fifth movement, completed in 1944.  The sonata was the last composition he 76
ever wrote; in October of that year he was transported to Auschwitz, where he was killed in the 
gas chambers.  The piece is a poignant, heavy reminder of his fate, as well as the fate of his 77
Jewish colleagues. The fifth movement, with its strong, dissonant chords and heavy rhythms, 
serves as a foreshadowing for what was to come, whether the composer knew it or not. Ullmann 
based this movement off of the Hebrew folksong “Song of Rachel”, written by Yehuda Sharett in 
1932.  Within the movement, he writes eight variations and a fugue off of this simple melody, a 78
melody that reflects his Jewish heritage and culture as well as that of his fellow inmates in 
Theresienstadt. Below is Sharett’s original melody, as well as two excerpts from Ullmann’s piece 
showing the same melody in two different variations.  
. Viktor Ullmann. Klaviersonaten. (Mainz, Germany: Schott, 1997), 12.76
. “Viktor Ullmann: Piano Concerto, Op. 25 and Piano Sonatas No. 3 & 7,” Berlin Classics, last 77
modified March 1, 2020, https://berlin-classics-music.com/en/releases/viktor-ullmann-piano-concerto-
op-25-and-piano-sonatas-no-3-7/.




Figure 18: Yehuda Sharett, YouTube, 2009, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RzAMjwgxnv4&feature=youtu.be.  79
Figure 19: Viktor Ullmann. 7. Klaviersonate, Mvmt. V, mm. 1-11, In Klaviersonaten. (Mainz, Germany: Schott, 
1997), 80.  80
 
	 . Yehuda Sharett, YouTube, 2009, https://www.youtube.com/watch?79
v=RzAMjwgxnv4&feature=youtu.be.
	 . Viktor Ullmann. 7. Klaviersonate, Mvmt. V, mm. 1-11, In Klaviersonaten. (Mainz, Germany: 80
Schott, 1997), 80.
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Figure 20: Viktor Ullmann. 7. Klaviersonate, Mvmt. V, mm. 46-56, In Klaviersonaten. (Mainz, Germany: Schott, 
1997), 82.  81
One can tell by both looking and listening to these two melodies side by side that they are, in 
essence, the same. As with Březulinka, Ullmann’s use of Hebrew and Yiddish elements in his 
music, where prior to his internment in Theresienstadt there was none, shows the heavy influence 
his captivity had on his acceptance of his ‘Jewishness’. Interestingly enough, Ullmann also 
quotes material from other frowned-upon sources that the Nazis disapproved of, one of them 
being the Slovak national anthem “Nad Tatrou sa blyska”, or “Lightning Flashes over the 
Tatras”.  Although a listener might think they are listening to a variant of Sharett’s “Rachel” 82
melody, the Slovak anthem influence can be heard when the melody is taken up to the A, for 
instance, as seen below, something that is nonexistent in “Song of Rachel”. 
  
	 . Viktor Ullmann. 7. Klaviersonate, Mvmt. V, mm. 46-56, In Klaviersonaten. (Mainz, 81
Germany: Schott, 1997), 82.
	 . Cole, “Viktor Ullmann”.82
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Figure 21: “Slovakia,” National Anthems.info, http://www.nationalanthems.info/sk.htm.  83
 
 
Figure 22: Viktor Ullmann. 7. Klaviersonate, Mvmt. V, mm. 104-109, In Klaviersonaten. (Mainz, Germany: Schott, 
1997), 84-85.  84
	 . “Slovakia,” National Anthems.info, http://www.nationalanthems.info/sk.htm.83
	 . Viktor Ullmann. 7. Klaviersonate, Mvmt. V, mm. 104-109, In Klaviersonaten. (Mainz, 84
Germany: Schott, 1997), 84-85.
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The resistance seen here is quite astounding, as Ullmann quotes material from both a people and 
a country that the Nazis were attempting to extinguish. Likely influenced by songs he heard from 
other Terezín prisoners, Ullmann keeps these voices alive within the bars of his music, stoking 
the flame that kept their spirit burning. Ullmann also shows his Christianity in his piece as well, 
quoting the hymns “Nun danket alle Gott” (“Now Thank We All Our God”) and “Ktož jsú boží 
bojovníci” (“Ye Who Are Warriors of God”) in the fugue section.  This is an interesting 85
combination of Ullmann’s Christian religious identity and his Jewish cultural background. He 
pays homage to both sides in this beautiful, yet tragic, piece of music. He is able to keep both 
banned culture and traditions alive, as well as to provide something familiar to raise the spirits of 
those he was imprisoned with and give them hope.  
String Trio (Gideon Klein) 
 Gideon Klein was not so much influenced by his Jewishness as was Viktor Ullmann, 
however, he found many places within his work where he was able to pay homage to his Czech, 
particularly Moravian, identity. This is most apparent in his String Trio, focusing on the Second 
Movement, called Variace na moravskou lidovou píseň, or Variations on a Moravian Folksong. 
As discussed in an earlier section, this movement was based on the Moravian folksong “Tá 
kneždubska vež”, or “The Kneždub Tower”. Within this movement, there are many striking 
similarities and nods to this traditional song, laced with a heavy feeling of tragedy and loss. 
Below is a comparison of the sheet music for the original folksong and the opening bars of the 
second movement of Klein’s trio.  
	 . Cole, “Viktor Ullmann”.85
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Figure 24: Gideon Klein. Trio pro Housle, Violu a Violoncello, Mvmt. 2, mm. 1-12. (Prague, Czech Republic: 
Helvetica & Tempora, 2010), 5.  87
	 . Michael Beckerman, “Klein the Janáčkian,” Musicologica Brunensia 58, 1-2 (2009): 23-31.86
	 . Gideon Klein. Trio pro Housle, Violu a Violoncello, Mvmt. 2, mm. 1-12. (Prague, Czech 87
Republic: Helvetica & Tempora, 2010), 5.
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Aside from the difference in key and some slight variations in rhythm, the melodies parallel each 
other almost exactly. Klein creates variations on this melody throughout the work, changing 
rhythm, meter, playing style, octaves, and other elements that take this simple song to a more 
complex level. Klein’s use of Czech themes directly opposes Nazi policy, particularly that of 
Reinhard Heydrich, the Reich Protector of Bohemia and Moravia, who actively tried to repress 
Czech culture.  The preservation of Czech themes within Klein’s work, rather like Ullmann’s 88
Jewish themes, ensured that this culture would be kept alive within the music, even after its 
composer and a large part of its population was deceased. This was the ultimate form of 
resistance, creating art out of this banned culture, something that could not be easily destroyed or 
killed. The String Trio was the last piece Klein composed and possibly the last piece composed 
in Terezín, completed just nine days before the mass transport to Auschwitz that included Klein 
himself, as well as many of his other fellow composers.  Klein composes a sensation of tragedy 89
throughout this particular movement, highlighting the gravity of the situation and the plight of 
the Theresienstadt inmates. In measures 52 and 139, Klein specifies that the violinist play on the 
G string, even adding a ma con espressione in measure 139. The warmth, richness, and heaviness 
of this particular sound on the violin provides a certain weight to the melody, a weight that Klein 
used to portray the tragedy of the situation. The fact that this marking lasts all the way from 
measure 139 to the end, reaching a B5, is particularly interesting, as a B5’s tone on the G string 
is fuzzy, weak, and muted. Perhaps this was Klein’s intention, depicting the struggle of the 
people within the camp and their efforts to continue to express themselves and their culture. The 
	 . “Reinhard Heydrich,” The Holocaust - The Nazi Genocide against the Jewish People, last 88
modified 2018, https://www.holocaust.com.au/resources/supplementary-material/reinhard-heydrich/.
	 . Milan Slavický and Vojtěch Saudek, “Gideon Klein: Trio pro Housle, Violu a Violoncello,” in 89
Gideon Klein: Trio pro Housle, Violu a Violoncello (Prague: Helvetica & Tempora, 2010).
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cello solo starting in measure 87 has been compared to Verdi’s Requiem, likely influenced by the 
overbearing stench of death and destruction throughout the camp.  This hidden message 90
throughout Klein’s work is another form of resistance, telling the story of Terezín long after the 
Holocaust has taken place. It tells of the fears, horrors, despair, and loss that the Theresienstadt 
inmates felt, illustrating what is not so easily expressible in words. The Nazis could not stop 
Gideon Klein from musically articulating his feelings and thoughts on his situation, nor could 
they stop his Czech national pride and cultural resistance from shining forth in this tragic final 
masterpiece.  
“Al S’Fod” (Pavel Haas) 
 Pavel Haas, a Czech-Jewish composer who was also interned in the Theresienstadt 
concentration camp, contributed to this idea of cultural resistance with one piece in particular, 
“Al S’Fod”. This piece, a choral work composed for male choir in 1942, was Haas’ first 
composition in the Theresienstadt ghetto.  The title translates to “Do Not Lament”, a very fitting 91
message for the Terezín prisoners. Haas used a text from a poem by David Shimoni, written to 
uplift Jews living in what was then Palestine during the Arab uprisings of the late 1930’s.  Haas 92
wrote this uplifting, hopeful piece during a very dark time in his life, coming to Terezín deeply 
depressed until an energetic Gideon Klein encouraged him to compose in the camp.  The 93
composition starts out in a very dark-sounding E minor, with heavy, jarring dotted quarter-
	 . Beckerman, “Klein the Janáčkian”.90
	 . Shirli Gilbert and David Bloch, “Pavel Haas,” Music and the Holocaust, https://91
holocaustmusic.ort.org/places/theresienstadt/pavel-haas/.
	 . Louise Mary O'Sullivan, “Selected Performances and Compositions of the Theresienstadt 92
Ghetto (1941-1945): An Examination of Music, Memory, and Survivance,” 2012.
	 . Michael Beckerman, “Pavel Haas,” The Orel Foundation, http://orelfoundation.org/93
composers/article/pavel_haas.
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eighth-whole note rhythms, reminiscent of a plodding chain gang. Interestingly enough, Haas 
had no knowledge of Hebrew, and wrote in these dotted rhythms to match the lilt of the Hebrew 
text.  He also imitates the call-and-response petitions found in Jewish prayers with the echoing 94
tenor and bass parts, as seen in Figure 25.  
 Haas’ use of the Hebrew text is a strong choice, especially using a text by a Zionist writer. 
Nazi oppression of the Jews was combatted with works like these, which gave hope to a people 
Hitler was trying so desperately to crush. The use of the Hebrew language, as well, brought the 
singers and the composer back to their roots and contributed to its revival as a spoken language 
in the 19th and 20th centuries.  95
 
Figure 25: Pavel Haas. Al S’Fod, mm. 1-8. https://collections.jewishmuseum.cz/index.php/Detail/Object/Show/
object_id/1891  96
This is an almost Zionist-like resistance in itself, as it separated and defined Jewish life into 
something evolving, as with the Hebrew colloquial language, rather than something dying, as 
	 . O'Sullivan, “Selected Performances and Compositions of the Theresienstadt Ghetto 94
(1941-1945): An Examination of Music, Memory, and Survivance”.
	 . The Editors of Encyclopedia Britannica and Adam Augustyn, “Encyclopedia Britannica,” 95
Encyclopedia Britannica, November 16, 2018, https://www.britannica.com/topic/Hebrew-language.
	 . Pavel Haas. Al S’Fod, mm. 1-8. https://collections.jewishmuseum.cz/index.php/Detail/Object/96
Show/object_id/1891. 
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was intended by the Nazi regime. The fact that this was Haas’ first work after an almost year-
long state of depression says much about his connection with his Judaism, as well as the methods 
he used to resist the terrible situation he was forced to live in. “Al S’Fod” ends in a Picardy 
Third, changing the tonality from E minor to E Major with a G# in the Tenor I and Tenor II parts.  
Figure 26: Pavel Haas. Al S’Fod, mm. 46-47. https://collections.jewishmuseum.cz/index.php/Detail/Object/Show/
object_id/1891  97
Haas’ use of mode mixture provides an optimistic end to this rather somber piece, perhaps 
reflective of the composer’s own journey from depression to a new purpose. Through this 
decidedly Jewish composition, Haas was able to find himself again and bring the spirit of Jewish 
resistance to a dark and despairing time.  
“Přijde jaro přijde” 
 Folk music was also used to represent hope to the prisoners, as with the Czech folksong 
“Přijde jaro přijde”, or “Spring is in the coming”. Inge Auerbacher, a survivor of Terezín, 
remembers that the song represented “when we were liberated” by the Soviet army.  Although 98
she didn’t speak Czech, she imitated what she heard and was taught the words by a 
Czechoslovak friend. 
	 . Pavel Haas. Al S’Fod, mm. 46-47. https://collections.jewishmuseum.cz/index.php/Detail/97
Object/Show/object_id/1891.
	 . Weinstock and Auerbacher, “Inge Auerbacher Personal Interview”.98
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Přijde jaro přijde 
Bude zase Máj 
Usmívá se slunce 
Zelená se háj 
Rozpuknou se ledy 
Volný bude proud 
Po vodach šumících 
Lodě budou plout  99
Even though language was a barrier, folksongs reached all sorts of prisoners due to their uplifting 
lyrics and deeper meanings, as was the case with “Prijde jaro prijde”. 
The Act of Making Art 
 Within music composed at this time, there existed the idea of Entartete Musik or 
“degenerate music”, music composed by certain groups or in a certain way that the Nazis did not 
approve of. Nazi philosophy centered around the ‘ideal’ Aryan race, and desired a cultural shift 
that would eventually leave no room for anything that wasn’t deeply and idealistically German. 
Composers like Richard Wagner, who touted the ideal of an Aryan utopia that harkened back to 
the days of German mythology, created art that lined up perfectly with Hitler’s regime. The idea 
of modernism in art was severely discouraged, as was art created by Jewish musicians. The Nazis 
made attempts to wipe out the work of Jewish composers, for example commissioning Carl Orff 
to compose music for A Midsummer Night’s Dream as a substitute for the Jewish composer Felix 
Mendelssohn’s opera of the same name.  However, despite these efforts, Jewish music still 100
survived and was even commissioned by the Nazis, as has been previously explored in this 
paper. Although the purpose and motives behind these commissions were severely flawed, 
	 . Inge Auerbacher, “Přijde Jaro Přijde,” in I Am a Star (New York, New York: Puffin Books, 99
1986), 65.
	 . Jonathan Petropoulos, Artists under Hitler: Survival and Collaboration in Nazi Germany 100
(New Haven & London: Yale University Press, 2014), 306.
Spring is in the coming 
May is near again 
Sun is warmly smiling 
Green is meadow’s plain 
Ice will melt and vanish 
Streams will freely flow 
On silvery waters 
Boats will come and go
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Jewish composers of this time were able to create art as a survival element, using this platform to 
resist and be resilient. By putting their voices out into the world, although sometimes censored, 
they were able to communicate their thoughts and feelings through this medium and prove that 
Jewish art still lived.  
 Nazi commissions of these composers may seem odd at face value, but propaganda films 
such as Der Führer schenkt den Juden eine Stadt (The Führer Gives the Jews a City) says 
otherwise. This film famously depicts a performance of Hans Krása’s Brundibár, with video 
footage that comes close enough to see individual costumes and faces. The use of Krása’s work 
for this propaganda piece further solidified the deception that was portrayed all over the world, 
painting the camps as something of a vacation getaway rather than the centers of torture and 
death they really were. Here, we see that this freedom to compose is a double-edged sword: 
composers could write music, but they served a purpose for the Nazis, giving them further reason 
to kill and destroy. They duped the world, and these composers’ music served to help them with 
their deception. So then, how is it possible to appreciate this art for what it is: art? How is it 
possible to see this music as a form of resistance without seeing the imprisonment and forced 
nature behind it? Pieces like Ullmann’s Der Kaiser von Atlantis and Haas’ “Al S’Fod” are 
perhaps slightly more acceptable due to their satirical value and Jewish elements, respectively, 
but how does one get past something like Brundibár, an opera that was performed in the camp to 
exploit children and deceive the world, without feeling disgusted? The answer to that, it would 
seem, can be found in our previous study of all the music we have looked at thus far: each 
composer worked his own style and elements of resistance into it, using hidden messages and 
themes, that made it their own personal fight against Hitler’s murderous regime. The Nazis may 
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have commissioned these works and exploited the outcome, but the composers wrote it 
themselves for their own motives. Each composer found their own way to insert resistance 
elements into their art, an act that made it impossible to be completely subservient to Nazi 
ideology. These composers worked their own voices and hidden messages into their music, 
almost as a call to future generations to remember what happened at Terezín and elsewhere 
during the Holocaust. Art thrived in Terezín, composers became inspired to create beauty and art 
out of the darkness and chaos, and they were able to actively resist Hitler and the Nazis from 
their imprisoned state. This idea can best be summed up with a quote from Viktor Ullmann:   101
Art became a survival element for composer and audience alike. Artists created art like their lives 
depended on it, which in large part, they did. Art was life in Theresienstadt, and the art that 
composers like Ullmann created gave a new purpose to the oppressed. Even those who had sadly 
given up on life found comfort in the music of Terezín. Inge Auerbacher remembers that “some 
of the…older people, they gave up on life, so if they had a little afternoon…[it] gave them a little 
joy to go to these things, even hungry”.  The music that these composers created provided 102
comfort for those people who could find no other solace. Art became a lifeline for many unique 
reasons, but all coming to the same conclusion: through the very act of creating art itself, Jewish 
composers were able to resist the regime and send their voice out into the world for all eternity.  
	 . Viktor Ullmann. In Klaviersonaten. (Mainz, Germany: Schott, 1997), 8.101
	 . Weinstock and Auerbacher, “Inge Auerbacher Personal Interview”.102
“All that I would stress is that Theresienstadt has helped, not hindered, me in my 
musical work, that we certainly did not sit down by the waters of Babylon and 
weep, and that our desire for culture was a match for our desire for life; and I am 
convinced that all those who have striven, in life and in art, to wrest form from 
resistant matter will bear me out.” 
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Conclusion 
 The composers and lyricists that we have studied were imprisoned in an oppressive 
regime, a regime determined to snuff out their voices and silence their people forever. However, 
each of them found a way to resist—an individual, unique expression of strength that worked its 
way into their music and defined their artistry. Sometimes these artists inserted resistance 
elements into their music in a way so subtle that it escaped Nazi censors’ eyes and ears; other 
times the work was forbidden because of its overt anti-Nazi themes. But no matter how small, an 
element of resistance was a common thread throughout Holocaust-era compositions by Jewish 
composers and lyricists through themes of satire and freedom, lyrics that expressed great tragedy 
and gave hope to the oppressed, elements of cultures that were in danger of being stomped out 
forever, and art created for the artists’ own purposes despite Nazi motivations. 
 Sadly, most of these men met a sad fate, meeting their end after they were transported to 
Auschwitz in October of 1944. Viktor Ullmann, after having entrusted his compositions to a 
friend at the last moment before he left Terezín, was killed almost immediately upon arrival in 
the gas chamber at Auschwitz.  Hans Krása was also sent on that final transport, where he 103
tragically perished in the gas chamber as well.  Pavel Haas shared the same tragic fate of 104
Ullmann and Krása.  Gideon Klein was sent to Auschwitz along with the others, but was then 105
transported to Fürstengrube labor camp. From there, the circumstances of his death are unknown. 
It is thought that he was either killed by the Nazis as the Red Army approached closer to liberate 
	 . Viktor Ullmann, In Klaviersonaten.103
	 . Shirli Gilbert and David Bloch, “Hans Krása,” Music and the Holocaust, http://104
holocaustmusic.ort.org/places/theresienstadt/krasa-hans/.
	 . Gilbert and Bloch, “Pavel Haas”.105
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the camp or that he perished on a forced death march. Nevertheless, Gideon Klein was killed on 
January 27, 1945 at the age of twenty-five.  Shmerke Kaczerginski, however, differs from the 106
others’ fate and actually survived the war. After taking part in the liberation of Vilna in August 
1944, he moved to Paris and then Buenos Aires, publishing his work, lecturing, writing, and 
starting a family. However, tragically, Kaczerginski was killed in April 1954 when his plane 
crashed in the Andes Mountains.  107
 Despite their tragically short lives, however, these artists’ legacies live on through their 
works. Their creations tell a story of life during the Holocaust, a Jewish story, one of resistance 
and tragedy, hope and fear, sadness and strength. They leave a Jewish legacy for posterity, 
demonstrating the power of art and of the Jewish people as a whole. Viktor Ullmann, Hans 
Krása, Gideon Klein, Pavel Haas, and Shmerke Kaczerginski are just a handful of the many 
stories of the victims of the Holocaust, people who were forced to go undercover but people who 
resisted and rose up above it all. Their spirits live on through their music and their brave 
resistance and beautiful artistry will be remembered forever in the annals of history. 
	 . David Bloch, “Gideon Klein,” Music and the Holocaust, http://holocaustmusic.ort.org/106
places/theresienstadt/klein-gideon/.
	 . Gilbert and Bloch, “Shmerke Kaczerginski”.107
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